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THE OPPORTUNITIES OF MULTIPLE SOVEREIGN CRISES. THE EUROPEAN MARKET PHOENIX.¹

LUCA C.M. MELCHIONNA*

ABSTRACT

Sovereigns default cyclically. History shows that this is a common path. With the restructuring process, sovereigns can regain access to international market after little time has passed. The Euro and Greek crises, the biggest to date in terms of default, showed various issues: countries have an advantage when borrowing on the international market because they reinforce their status and identity as sovereigns.

This is a missed opportunity to render political leaders accountable for their wrong policy decisions. Accountability can be analyzed under tort and business standards. In addition, creditors and other sovereigns lack the power to control irrational and inefficient decisions adopted by the defaulter and this can be economically fatal for taxpayers who are not subject to the jurisdiction of the defaulter.

The European Union ("EU"), as designed today, is politically weak because member states are still leading in creating economic, financial and cultural divisions, and instability among European citizens' welfare.

This paper intends to show that an economic crisis involving a small country, in economic terms, in turn shows the existence of other major crises within the EU community. Therefore, all the crises must be tackled to regenerate the European and global social fabric. In fact, a cultural or legal change takes more time and cannot be solved only with economic solutions.

Common problems like corruption, tax evasion, excessive public spending, evolution of legal cardinal concepts like sovereignty, and a lack of European identity have a profound meta-economic implication.


I want to thank the faculty and administration at NCCU for organizing this superb event and for the precious feedback obtained by all the participants to this event. In particular, I want to thank Barbara Faedda, Kevin Foy, and Guido Smorto for their precious comments and suggestions. Mistakes are only mine.

These are obstacles not only to a strong Union, but also to responsible global governance. For the EU institutions, this is a missed opportunity to reach a wise federation of states. As long as the EU is not taking a sharp direction, other economic crises are always looming.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since October 2008, the European institutions (EU) and the governments of the 27 member states have injected approximately € 2 trillion ($2.6 trillion) in the EU market to face the Euro/sovereign bond/Greek crises.² The main goal was to avoid the default of Greece and to control the domino effect potentially involving the most indebted sovereign countries of the Eurozone area, which includes Italy, Ireland, Spain, and Portugal.³

According to history, a country’s default is a common occurrence, with 74 sovereign defaults happening between 1981 and 1990.⁴ History also shows that defaults occurred in clusters of countries⁵ and generally after a pronounced lending boom.⁶ In this regard, the sovereign bond European crisis, notwithstanding different triggering events, fol-

⁵. Id. (That is why other countries like Greece, Italy, Ireland, Portugal, and Spain briefly briefly GIIPS, were involved)
followed the U.S. credit default swap, affecting the world economy. EU institutions, similarly to the Federal Reserve and the U.S. government, intervened to avoid GIIPS’ and Euro’s default and to reassure institutional and foreign investors about the financial strength of the European economy.

Sovereignties have an advantage when borrowing on the international market over corporations. After defaulting, they can benefit from a framework of mostly unwritten rules of restructuring and, after a short time, they are “back in business” selling similar instruments.

If, in the long run, sovereigns have an advantage, what are the risks of sovereign bonds in the short-term? EU institutions and EU member-states were facing the risks of losing: global credibility; standing within the internal market; financial reputation; and global economic/political rank. The worst possible scenario would be to lose the EU’s financial stability, diminish its lending reputation, and be forced to depreciate the Euro, hurting the overall EU economic output. A devaluation of the Euro would have meant rendering the currency less appealing to international markets and diminishing the borrowing capabilities (and the repayment strength) of the Euro zone economies. European political leaders had to decide whether to bear the cost of allowing Greece to default- one of the 27 member states and one of the 17 Eurozone members- while assessing the risk to involve the GIIPS area or pay for its debts.

However, there were at least three certainties that backed the EU institutions’ financial support: (1) costs of default are difficult to assess; (2) the EU is able to financially support a relatively small (in financial terms) country like Greece, but unable to face and autonomously sustain, namely without the intervention of the IMF or World

---

12. Id.
Bank, a crisis involving five countries;\textsuperscript{13} and finally, (3) the restructuring process has become progressively more efficient because of the intermediation of third parties and the willingness of the defaulting country to quickly re-enter in the international market.\textsuperscript{14}

Economists and policy-makers thoroughly analyzed the causes of the global financial crisis.\textsuperscript{15} Each one of them has an opinion of the causes and remedies.\textsuperscript{16} Many agree that the Greek bond crisis triggered the Euro crisis, which affected the GIIPS countries and the banking system within the UE and the Eurozone.\textsuperscript{17}

This paper intends to focus on two aspects: (1) the existence of other, less resonant, triggering causes: legal, cultural, and socio-political crises like excessive public expenditure, tax evasion and corruption; and (2) the fact that these other crises have a more complex “adjusting” process and healing time, and this affects the success of any solution that does not have an interdisciplinary approach.

Economic crises have more impact and media appeal on citizens, investors, businesses, and taxpayers’ welfare. In contrast, political, cultural, or legal crises have less visibility, but are equally, if not more, disruptive than economic ones and may ultimately take the form of economic crises.\textsuperscript{18} This is because political, cultural, and legal systems have a more circumscribed area of geographical influence.\textsuperscript{19} The EU institutions and member states, while looking for a political compromise on a common fiscal policy, are unaware of the influence that such a political body could exert globally.\textsuperscript{20}

In short, policy decisions taken in countries like Greece or Portugal have an effect within the whole Euro area, and European institutions

\textsuperscript{13} The EMF has now $1 trillion at disposal – however the GIIPS combined nominal GDP is approximately $4.188 trillion) Economic Outlook Database, INT’L MONETARY FUND http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/weo/2011/01/weodata/index.aspx (last visited Apr. 2011).

\textsuperscript{14} Borensztein supra note 6.


\textsuperscript{18} Duncan Kennedy, Two Globalizations of Law and Legal Theory, 36 SUFFOLK U. L. REV. 631 (2003).

\textsuperscript{19} Id.

and policy-makers currently do not have the instruments to face and tackle this reality.\textsuperscript{21} From a strict legal perspective, an excessive spending measure taken in one country could affect the taxpayers of other jurisdictions with a violation of their sovereignty and the “no taxation without representation” principle.\textsuperscript{22} Ultimately, taxpayers and creditors affected by these often irrational state members’ policy measures do not have any concrete legal tools to defend their interests because of the sovereign immunity doctrine.\textsuperscript{23}

The lack of common policies has become unsustainable.\textsuperscript{24} The concept of sovereignty has lost traction and is evolving.\textsuperscript{25} The Euro crisis shows the European jurisdictions suffer from a lack of controlling power from in preventing and controlling dangerous political choices adopted by other member states.\textsuperscript{26} The EU is facing the need to reformulate the relationship with the member states because, at this early stage, an assembly of sovereigns carries much more political influence.\textsuperscript{27} Ultimately, the EU is the legitimate forum for policies affecting European citizens.\textsuperscript{28}

This paper intends to contribute to the discussion of the aftermath of the global crisis affecting Europe, offering a multidisciplinary view for the purpose of creating a methodological guideline. Its primary objectives are to: (1) generate awareness about the existence of multiple crises interacting with each other that have a cyclical and inevitable recurrence; (2) to trigger discussion on multiple, but coordinated levels about the importance of the interactions of the various crises; and (3) ultimately draw possible methodological guidelines to develop coordinated solutions.

This paper is divided in two parts. Part I presents the sequence of events of the crisis in Europe with data support. After having exposed the European legal framework, this paper illustrates the characteristics of the European crises and the still vital opportunities of the bond market.

\begin{thebibliography}{9}
\bibitem{22} Paul D. Marquardt, Subsidiarity and Sovereignty in the European Union, 10 \textit{Fordham Int’l. L.} J. 616 (1994).
\bibitem{26} Begg, supra note 24 at 67.
\bibitem{27} Engle, supra note 25 at 8.
\end{thebibliography}
Part II presents the opportunities and obstacles of the European political and cultural crises. Excessive public spending, corruption, and tax evasion will be considered as obstacles affecting the balance of the European emerging market and GIIPS countries. A few legal considerations will follow, among which are the political and economic controls that sovereigns used to have.

II. PART I

A. Sequence of Events of the EU Crisis: the Data

The Greek crisis is the first in the history of the 10-year-old Euro, and the largest in terms of debt when compared with other sovereign debts.29

As a result of the 2008-2010 financial crisis in Europe, the total average Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of the EU’s 27 member states fell from Euro 12.5 trillion ($16.25 trillion) in 2008 to Euro 11.79 trillion ($15.327 trillion).30 The Eurozone area, comprised of 17 out of the 27 EU member states,31 accounts for 76% of this total.32 The Greek GDP amounts to $309.231 billion,33 accounting for 2% of the EU area.34 In other words, the GDP of Greece has a small relevance, at least on paper, to the overall economic output of the EU. Despite this, that share had a more profound political, legal and cultural impact.

In early 2010, Greece was close to defaulting because it was unable to honor its bond obligation on the domestic and foreign market, and...
because over the last three decades, it "produced" and amassed more debt (comprising of interests) than revenue that it is still unable to pay back. This economic outlook should be kept separate from the political, legal, and cultural crises. From an economic perspective, the inability of the Greek government to repay its bonds was connected to a fiscal crisis, mainly (1) a high level of public debt and (2) a severe budget deficit. The "public-" or "government-debt" is the debt owed by a country or sovereign to banks, public or private institutions, or to its national or foreign institutions or citizens.

To put the Greek number in context, between 2008 and 2009, the government-debt ratio to GDP of the EU 27 area rose from 61.8% to 74.0%; within the Eurozone, comprised of 17 EU member states, from 69.8% to 79.2% in 2009/2010. In 2007 in Greece alone, the government-debt ratio was 105%; in 2008, 110.3%; in 2009, 126.8%. In May 2011, the government debt accounted for 142.76% of Greece’s GDP because the debt amounted to Euro 327 billion ($470 billion) (Table 4), when the debt overcame the national economy (IMF data). There is a slight discrepancy with the OECD data that does not change the substance of the economic situation (Table 1).

39. Supra note 29 at 60.
40. Id. at 66.
TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EU Country</th>
<th>Government-debt Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>71.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>98.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>85.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>81.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>119.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>110%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>82.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>142.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>North America</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>102%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>83.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IMF 2010/2011.44

The budget deficit is based on a yearly projection and is calculated on the difference between government spending on goods and services and the total current revenue based on taxes and transfer of payments.45 In other words, the imbalance is caused when the government spends more money than it is capable of collecting or simply that it does not have and thus, has to borrow.46 The fiscal deficit also includes the interest calculated on the debt.47 In 2010, Greece has a budget deficit of -10.5% (it was -15.4% in 2009) of its economic output (OECD Table 2).48

To put these numbers in context, the government deficit of the 27 member-states increased from 2.3% of the GDP in 2008 to 6.8% in 2009.49 In 2009, Ireland’s deficit was at -14.4% (the worst in the EU);

---


46. Id.


49. Supra note 29 at 60.
the U.K. -11.4% and Spain -11.1%. No EU member-states had a surplus in 2009.\footnote{50.} From an economic perspective, as anticipated, Greece was unable to repay its debt due to such factors as the impossibility of depreciating the Euro, high repayment interests, political instability, and uncontrolled public spending.\footnote{52.} This instability caused Greece’s bonds to plunge, sending the 10-year yield to 25%; high spread\footnote{53.} and downgrades are signs of a possible default.\footnote{54.} This occurs because investors demand higher interests when the issuer – in this case a sovereign – is not able to repay its debt.\footnote{55.} The higher interests compensate for the risk that the investor must bear to hold the sovereign notes.\footnote{56.} Similarly, they drive up the borrowing costs of the sovereign, triggering a default.\footnote{57.} Greece’s financial condition benefited from the immediate response of the European institutions, unlike the Argentina default in 2001.\footnote{58.}

History proves that sovereign crises are quite common.\footnote{59.} This time, in order to avoid the spreading of the crisis to GIIPS, the EU and IMF agreed to lend a first package of Euro 110 billion ($158 billion) in May 2010.\footnote{60.}

On May 9, 2010, the Euro area member states (“Eurozone”) created the European Financial Stability Facility (“EFSF”).\footnote{61.} The fund

\begin{itemize}
  \item [50.] \textit{Id.} (“Deficit ratios were greater than the target reference value of -3 % of GDP in 21 of the Member States in 2009, up from 11 Member States in 2008, while Hungary and Greece had a government deficit exceeding the -3 % threshold for the whole of the reporting period 2006 to 2009. The largest government deficits (as a percentage of GDP) in 2009 were recorded by Greece (-15.4 %), Ireland (-14.4 %), the United Kingdom (-11.4 %), Spain (-11.1 %), Latvia (-10.2 %), Portugal (-9.3 %), Lithuania (-9.2 %) and Romania (-8.6 %).”)
  \item [51.] \textit{Id.}
  \item [53.] High-yield spreads are commonly used to determine the credit risk. A high-yield spread means that the bond instrument cannot be repaid and the issuer is close to default.
  \item [55.] \textit{Id.}
  \item [56.] \textit{Id.}
  \item [59.] Andritzky, \textit{supra} note 9 at 15.
\end{itemize}
has a mandate to safeguard the financial stability of the Eurozone area by providing financial assistance, in the form of a loan, only to its members. However, the EFSF works in conjunction with the European Stability Mechanism (ESM) with a volume ceiling of Euro 500 billion (funded in part by the IMF). To date, Euro 102 billion has already been loaned to Greece, Ireland, and Portugal.

On March 14, 2012, the EU formally approved a second bailout package to finance Greece with Euro 130 billion ($169 billion) until 2014, with the authorization to release the first tranche of Euro 39.4 billion by the European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF).

In addition to this measure, and in order to calm and reassure the market, on March 20, 2012 the EU Commission, formed by the finance ministers of the EU member states, agreed to set up a firewall of more than Euro 800 billion. Such fund has the goal of creating a cushion and control the financial stability of the Eurozone. At this point, the ESM and the EFSF have a combined lending capacity superior to the IMF. The Eurozone countries also agreed to contribute an additional Euro 150 billion to the IMF.

The sovereign crisis and the announced risk of inability of other Southern European countries to repay their debts, would have simply put the EU monetary system and the Euro area under pressure with the possibility of spreading negative waves to the global economy.
This is so because other banks, mainly within the Eurozone, hold sovereign bonds of GIIPS and act as lenders, thus investors would risk losing the interest and principal invested.72

On October 26, 2011, the Greece sovereign crisis became unsustainable.73 When Italy and Spain- two big EU members which would have multiplied the magnitude of the sovereign crisis and spread it to the US, affecting its recovery-74 showed signs of instability, the European Council and Commission, along with the governments of Germany and France, agreed on various new measures. These measures included reducing Greece’s public debt to 120% of its GDP by 2020.75 The restricting process established the swap of the matured bonds and a reduction to 53.5% of the original value, with a participation of 95.7% of all the eligible securities, and the first tranche of bonds swap of Euro 20.3 billion to occur on April 11, 2012.76 In addition, Eurozone member states must contribute up to Euro 30 billion ($39 billion) to the private sector involvement package.77

Recently, in order to reduce the lack of transparency, the possibility of arbitrage, and abuse of exploitation of the financial system with negative price spirals, the European Council adopted a new regulation on short-selling and certain aspects of credit default swaps (CDS).78 The regulation introduces common EU transparency requirements and harmonizes the powers that EU and state member regulators (the European Security Markets Authority) may use when the European financial stability is at risk.79

The new regulation introduces a regime of notification to regulators of only significant net short positions in EU sovereign bonds. CDS positions are included, relating to sovereign debt issuers.80

---

72. Andritzky, supra note 9 at 1, 43.
74. Id.
77. Ways out of the Debt Crisis, supra note 76.
79. Memorandum from European Comm’n, supra note 78 at 5.
80. Id. at 4.
will help to control the market and prevent abusive behavior. The regulation states that the disclosure must be provided only to regulators and not to the market in order to prevent negative market consequences in terms of liquidity. Disclosure of derivatives is included.

B. EU Legal Monetary and Economic Framework.

All of the financial measures that have been introduced to contain and solve the sovereign crisis must be seen in the context of a broader legal cooperation among member states of an international legal initiative: the Treaty of Lisbon (“ToL”) or Treaty of the Functioning of the European Union (“TFEU”).

The first rule that triggered the EU intervention in the Euro and Greek crises is Article 3a of the Treaty of Lisbon, establishing the duty of the EU institutions and member-states to support the other member-states through sincere cooperation and solidarity.

Additionally, in order to maintain solid financial stability, the 1993 Maastricht Treaty set up the Euro and introduced the so called “Euro convergence criteria” (also known as the Maastricht criteria). Article 140 of the TFEU (old article 121(1) of Treaty of the Economic Community, EC Treaty) establishes that, in order to have access to the European Union and the Eurozone and to continue to be a part of it, member-states, or new applicants, must comply with the following requirements:

1. Member states must not have an inflation rate of 1.5% higher than the average of the three best performing member states;
2. The ratio between the government deficit and the GDP must not exceed 3% at the end of the preceding fiscal year (exceptions can be granted in certain circumstances); and the ratio between the

81. Id.
82. Id.
84. Article 3a of the Treaty of Lisbon states:

Pursuant to the principle of sincere cooperation, the Union and the Member States shall, in full mutual respect, assist each other in carrying out tasks which flow from the Treaties. The Member States shall take any appropriate measure, general or particular, to ensure fulfilment of the obligations arising out of the Treaties or resulting from the acts of the institutions of the Union. The Member States shall facilitate the achievement of the Union’s tasks and refrain from any measure which could jeopardise the attainment of the Union’s objectives.

Treaty of Lisbon supra note 84, at 14.
government debt and the GDP must not exceed 60% at the end of the preceding fiscal year;

(3) The new European countries willing to join the EU must have introduced an exchange rate mechanism that must have been in force for the two years preceding the accession (with no depreciation); and

(4) The nominal long-interest rate must not be 2% higher than the average of the lowest inflation in the three best member states.\(^{86}\)

In addition to these provisions, in June 1997, the EU Council adopted the *Stability and Growth Pact* which established various policy guidelines.\(^{87}\) Among them, member-states had to abide by the medium-term budgetary objective of positions close to balance or in surplus. Also, they have to take corrective budgetary action necessary to fulfill the objectives of the convergence programs and correct any excessive deficit. In addition, they will have to correct excessive deficit as quickly as possible.\(^{88}\)

As seen, the ToL is the main hierarchical legal source for the EU institutions. In particular, Articles 119 through 144 of the TFEU regulate the European Economic and Monetary Policy.\(^{89}\) Within the context of the monetary and economic policy, and under the TFEU, the European institutions adopted a series of numerous directives and regulations that regulated the economic and monetary field.\(^{90}\)

The EU envisaged an introduction of the Euro as currency in three stages.\(^{91}\) The first two have been completed.\(^{92}\) The third stage of the monetary union establishes that the process of adopting a single currency is irreversible involving all the 27 member-states.\(^{93}\) The European Central Bank (ECB) and the European System of Central Banks started their functioning within a common monetary policy.\(^{94}\)

However, because of a lack of close coordination and supervision, the European central banks were not able to prevent the spreading of the crisis.\(^{95}\) On November 24, 2010, the European Parliament and

\(^{86}\) Id.


\(^{88}\) Id. at 2.

\(^{89}\) TFEU supra note 83, at 96-111.


\(^{93}\) Id.

\(^{94}\) *One Currency For One Europe*, supra note 91, at 11.

\(^{95}\) *European Debt Crisis* supra note 71.
Council passed Regulation (EU) 1093/2010, establishing European Banking Authority (EBA). The European System of Financial Supervision (ESFS) now has four ramifications: (1) the European Systemic Risk Board (Reg. 1092/2010); (2) the EBA; (3) the European Supervisory Authority (European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority) (Reg. 1094/2010); and (4) the European Supervisory Authority (European Securities and Markets Authority) (Reg. 1095/2010).

On February 2, 2012, the 17 EU member-states participating in the Eurozone signed a new treaty establishing the European Stability Mechanism (EMS). The new treaty was generated by an EU Council decision, 2011/199/EU, that amended Article 136 of the TFEU with reference to a new stability mechanism for member-states. This

96. In its preamble, the Regulation states:

(1) The financial crisis in 2007 and 2008 exposed important shortcomings in financial supervision, both in particular cases and in relation to the financial system as a whole. Nationally based supervisory models have lagged behind financial globalisation and the integrated and interconnected reality of European financial markets, in which many financial institutions operate across borders. The crisis exposed shortcomings in the areas of cooperation, coordination, consistent application of Union law and trust between national supervisors.


101. The new article 136 of the TFEU states: “The Member States whose currency is the euro may establish a stability mechanism to be activated if indispensable to safeguard the stability of the euro area as a whole. The granting of any required financial assistance under the mechanism will be made subject to strict conditionality”. European Council Decision of 25 March 2011 Amending Article 136 of the Treaty of Functioning of the European Union With Regard to a Stability Mechanism for Member States Whose Currency is the Euro, Mar. 25, 2011,
new, permanent crisis management mechanism is an intergovernmental body and has the duty to safeguard the financial stability of the 17 member-states. The ESM replaces all of the temporary solutions existing so far, like the Greek loan facility, the EFSM, and the EFSF by July 1, 2013 or until all other claims have been satisfied. The ESM is comprised of a Board of Governors, Board of Directors, and a Managing Director (Article 4). The Board of Governors is formed by the Finance Ministers of the signatories. The Board must make decisions with unanimity. A decision will involve: (1) the granting of financial assistance to a member, even in the form of precautionary financial assistance; (2) the terms of the assistance; (3) the amount of the financial support; and (4) a change in the instrument providing financial support (Articles 14-18).

The EBA, whose seat is in London, has several tasks: (1) contribute to establishing high-quality common regulatory and supervisory standards and practices through the providing of opinions, recommendations, and draft regulations to the US institutions; (2) contribute to the consistent application of Union law and, in particular, favoring a common supervisory culture preventing arbitrage, mediating disagreements among central authorities, and insuring effective and consistent supervision of financial institutions; (3) facilitate the delegation of tasks among competent authorities; and (4) monitor and assess market developments. Briefly, the EBA is now responsible for determining policy in the banking sector that will be binding on central banks. It has supervisory authority on the central banks of the member-states and it has responsibility for crisis management.

The rationale is to have an institution that has a more effective supervisory and implementation strength than the other EU institutions in order to overcome the EU democratic deficit and the lack of a common fiscal policy. However, despite the existence of a basic Euro-

---

103. Id. at 75-76.
104. Id. at 76.
105. Id.
106. Id.
pean regulation within the monetary and economic field that lacks strong sanctions and effective implementing action, the market on the issuance of international bonds and sovereign lending remains substantially unregulated. But is there a need for regulation? Not necessarily.

C. Three in One: the Euro Crisis, the Sovereign Bond Crisis, and the Banking Crisis.

The Euro crisis represented the first global test for the 10-year-old currency and the young political and economic infrastructure of the EU. It was amplified due to the interaction with the banking and Greek sovereign crises that triggered the intervention of the EU institutions.

The Euro financial crisis showed the weaknesses of the EU financial architecture, its monetary and financial governance, and, more importantly, its lack of a coordinated fiscal policy. Over time, the Stability and Growth Pact fiscal rules and economic policy coordinating measures have not been implemented. Such lack of coordination, harmonization, implementation, and supervision manifested its limits during the crisis, dangerously showing the delay of the EU intervention due to lack of instruments available to the EU institutions and member-states. The old critique of a weak coordination and lack of a common fiscal policy revealed itself to be painfully true with the Greek crisis.

Preliminarily, there is no consensus on the concept of default. Furthermore, a crisis can take different forms when triggered by various causes. Default can consist of debt gone into arrears or even unpaid restructured debt. Creditors can be private investors as well as public institutions.


113. See Infra at note 115.

114. See Infra at note 115.


116. See Infra at note 119.

117. See Infra at note 119.

118. See Infra at note 119.

The Greek sovereign risk of default affected its GDP because major European banks and Greek pension funds were the creditors and they threatened to stop providing liquidity and credit to the Greek, GIIPS, and in turn, Eurozone economy.\textsuperscript{120} The risk of default caused Greece to be unable to obtain additional credit from external sources. Greece’s critical fiscal situation, which failed to comply with the \textit{Stability and Growth Pact} EU guidelines, revealed its inability to adopt corrective actions.\textsuperscript{121} Not only did the Greek crisis reveal inaccuracies in public finance management and budget projections, but overall, it showed how an irresponsible appetite for profits from the private financial works married perfectly with government’s desire to acquire capital, while avoiding public scrutiny and international supervision.\textsuperscript{122}

If we look at Europe from 1824 to 2004, there are 46 episodes of defaults; 32 in Eastern Europe and 14 in Western Europe.\textsuperscript{123} Greece alone defaulted in 1826, 1894, and 1932. Emerging economies have similar records that have been widely recorded and analyzed.\textsuperscript{124} As a result, a sovereign bond crisis appears to be a cyclical phenomenon for emerging economies. The issue then is not to avoid its occurrence, but handling the after-crisis with a strong and efficient restructuring process.\textsuperscript{125}

The three crises are separate but connected because the bonds were held by Greek investors, in pension funds, or banks within the Eurozone countries, such as Germany, Italy, and France,\textsuperscript{126} are linked to an economy where the European institutions and the other mem-

\textsuperscript{120} See Infra at note 124.
\textsuperscript{125} Id.
ber states have little say. This is due to the European democratic deficit and fiscal lack of coordination.\textsuperscript{127}

The domino effect threatened by the Greek fiscal and sovereign crises revealed the risk of the entire European banking sector defaulting, as well as the emerging economies linked to it.\textsuperscript{128}

From a political perspective, the EU institutions did not allow a political postponement of the default moment, wished for by the Greek political leaders, because the “default-point,” at least from an economic perspective, was already reached within the cluster of all southern European countries, namely GIIPS.\textsuperscript{129} Like Citibank or J.P. Morgan during the global financial crisis that originated with the real estate bust in the U.S., EU institutions considered Spain and Italy “too big to fail” as the entire European economic system was at risk of being swept away due to their debts.\textsuperscript{130} As a matter of fact, European (in particular in German, Italian and French) banks holding Greek bonds restricted the flow of liquidity and this caused the European economic system to lose vitality and momentum.\textsuperscript{131}

The “default-point” is the margin where a sovereign considers honoring the sovereign debt no longer convenient when compared to the advantages of a restructuring process.\textsuperscript{132}

From an economic perspective, a default represents an unwelcomed event for investors. Even if analysts struggle to determine the cost of default, investors always search for markets offering high returns because, with the purchase of sovereign bonds, they are betting on the capabilities of young economies to satisfy their productive and efficient allocation of resources.

From a legal perspective, a sovereign is the supreme authority of a country to determine and assume legislative action, fiscal budgeting, and economic policymaking.\textsuperscript{133} A sovereign is immune from bankruptcy proceedings, and creditors lack contractual enforcement tools due to political constraints because of the “sovereign immunity doctrine.”\textsuperscript{134} Even though this principle has been progressively narrowed due to the fact that the issuance of bond is not a sovereign function

\textsuperscript{127} Colliat, supra note 111 at 1.


\textsuperscript{129} Sturzenegger, infra note 138, at 6.


\textsuperscript{131} Id.

\textsuperscript{132} Borenzstein, supra note 6 at 4.

\textsuperscript{133} Id. at 15. See also Sturzenegger, supra note 129 at 55.

\textsuperscript{134} Namely a state cannot be sued in another jurisdiction.
but a commercial one, its original nature still persists.\textsuperscript{135} Within International law, the absolute immunity doctrine recently regained momentum.\textsuperscript{136}

Additionally, under international law, a sovereign is protected from external influence due to the existence of the “non-intervention” principle in national affairs.\textsuperscript{137} Other principles that a sovereign may invoke are “the act of state doctrine,” that has been limited in \textit{Allied Bank International v. Banco Creditor Agricola de Cartago}\textsuperscript{138} and \textit{International Comity}, as courtesy and reciprocity among sovereignties.\textsuperscript{139}

This protection, along with the certainty that a sovereign will not go bankrupt,\textsuperscript{140} usually triggers issues of moral hazard as creditors may have an indirect assurance that some supranational or intergovernmental entity will ultimately come to rescue.\textsuperscript{141} On the contrary, a corporation lacks the status of a sovereign and cannot insure investors with the same degree of certainty that it will remain alive and in business so that other peer entities will come to its rescue and it will be back in the same international financial market after a short period of time.\textsuperscript{142}

However, the Euro crisis shows the limit of the sovereignty concept under international law. With the unregulated issuance of sovereign bonds, states, along with their private financial partners that provided the financial tools, have the power to create systemic risks and other member-states cannot control such economic/political freedom. The welfare of the civil society, transnationalism, globalization, democratization, and the rule of law, worked as fundamental forces to limit the complete political independency, in terms of indifference to the exis-

\textsuperscript{139} Hilton v. Guyot, 159 U.S. 113 (1895); JP Morgan Chase Bank v. Altos Hornos de Mexico, S.A. de C.V., 412 F.3d 418 (2nd Cir. 2005).
\textsuperscript{140} Namely it will not disappear as a legal, social and economic entity on the global map.
\textsuperscript{142} Default is the inability of a sovereign to pay back its obligations taken with the issuance of bonds. Debt obligations take the form of a contract (and often the law where the bonds are issued). A contractual bond is composed of at least three basic features: covenants, remedies and amendments. According to the applicable law, the regulation of each bond can change.
tence of other sovereigns, within bigger political and economic macro regional aggregates. 143

The intervention of the EU institutions in controlling the financial shock created by GIIPS proves that member-states are losing their normative fulcra and only bigger and more influential political aggregations are capable of solving transnational issues. Member-states are slowly becoming aware that the economic and legal welfare of their citizens and limited jurisdiction may pass through the great good of the European community.

D. The Opportunities of the Sovereign Bond Market.

History of default has an impact on lowering credit ratings, but not in the long term. 144 After restructuring, emerging economies are able to regain access to international credit quite quickly. 145

The overall effect of default is short lived and emerging markets in default are able to reissue new bonds after two years, and, in certain cases, after three and a half months. 146 Provided that there is a serious effort to follow the restructuring plan as specified by the restructuring institutions, 147 emerging markets represent an unlimited and renewable source of profits. 148 As far as bonds issued by private financial institutions, governments do not have an obligation to list them in their financial documentation. 149 Taxpayers of a particular jurisdiction are unaware of the debts of their government and will continue to pay taxes for the repayment of these kinds of debts with their taxes, until the legal system imposes some transparency or political accountability. 150

Plainly stated, investors do not punish governments with a prior default history. 151 This shows the close and unique link existing between

---


144. Reinhart, supra note 119.

145. During the 1980's the average time was 4 years.


148. If and when, due the lack of complete financial data on sovereignties, sovereign default risk, sovereign restructuring, and recovery values are rightly assessed. Andritzky, supra note 9 at 5.

149. Id.

150. See infra.

creditors and debtors in this field. It is a “betting game” with some possibility of default. Economists also showed that emerging markets with well managed economies and banks with good balance sheets have suffered no crises.152

Is the market of sovereign bond ultimately profitable for investors and useful for emerging market sovereigns? Even if emerging markets suffered from “sudden stops” and “capital flight” risks, from a historical perspective, they learned how to interact with foreign investors and the international market in a more profitable and reassuring way.153 Today’s emerging economies are able to return quickly on the international market because they learned the way to manage imbalances and control shocks with the use of the following recipe: (1) enhanced monetary reserves; (2) high growth prospect; and (3) improved macro stability.154 There is a current pull of capital from developed economies into the emerging economies when there are signs of rebalancing and augmented reserve stocks.155

This new pull of capital reveals the emerging market appreciation of investors with no memory or interest in “betting” with a calculated risk. Ultimately, after the 1970s, international investors are still attracted by government bonds because, despite significant and partial defaults, they are able to obtain significant returns over domestic investments, provided that a restructuring plan is readily introduced and implemented.156

---


154. Id.

155. Id. at 375; See also World Economic Outlook, April 2011, INT’L MONETARY FUND, http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/weo/2011/01/pdf/text.pdf (last visited April 2012). For the perspective from the investment bank, see Frontline, supra note 119 (insight of the financial input).

156. Lindert, supra note 151 at 234.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>1501 – 1800</th>
<th>1801 – 1900</th>
<th>Total defaults</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of Defaults</td>
<td>Years of default</td>
<td>Number of defaults</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1557, 1575, 1596, 1607, 1627, 1647</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1558, 1624, 1648, 1661, 1701, 1715, 1770, 1788</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1560</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany (Westfalia, Hesse, Sleswig-Holstein)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1683</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holland</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3

**Default or Restructuring Clusters – 1824 – 2004**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1868</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1914</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td></td>
<td>1915</td>
<td></td>
<td>1932</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>1824</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td></td>
<td>1932</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td></td>
<td>1931</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td></td>
<td>1940</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moldova</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td></td>
<td>1936</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>1834</td>
<td>1892</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td></td>
<td>1915</td>
<td>1933</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>1917</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1998</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serbia/Yugoslavia</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td>1933</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>1831</td>
<td>1867, 1882</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>1876</td>
<td>1915</td>
<td>1940</td>
<td>1978</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4

**Corruption Price List 2011**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Type</th>
<th>Type of Service</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>Up to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PUBLIC HOSPITALS</td>
<td>Procedure/Surgery</td>
<td>€100</td>
<td>€30,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Speeding up of case</td>
<td>€30</td>
<td>€20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAX OFFICES</td>
<td>Arrangement for financial records audit</td>
<td>€100</td>
<td>€20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Issuing of documents</td>
<td>€15</td>
<td>€1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LICENSE CONSTRUCTION BODIES</td>
<td>Issuing of construction licence</td>
<td>€200</td>
<td>€8,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Settlement of illegal building</td>
<td>€200</td>
<td>€5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRIVATE SECTOR</td>
<td>Procedure/Surgery</td>
<td>€150</td>
<td>€7,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(HOSPITALS, CLINICS)</td>
<td>Medical tests</td>
<td>€30</td>
<td>€500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEHICLES</td>
<td>VTCC inspection</td>
<td>€20</td>
<td>€100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Driver’s License</td>
<td>€40</td>
<td>€500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

158. *Id.*

III. Part II

A. Obstacles and Opportunities. Political, Legal, and Cultural Issues: Tax Evasion, Corruption and Excessive Public Spending.

The aim of this paper is to generate awareness about the existence of multiple crises interacting with each other that have a cyclical and inevitable recurrence. At least within Southern Europe, economic crises do not come in isolation but interact at various levels with other crises. The solution must be the result of a coordinated multilevel effort.

Despite the fact that economic solutions are able to resolve economic crises quickly, in the long run, political and cultural factors create severe impairment and are able to put the same system that recovered back at risk, as it will be showed shortly. The interactions of the cultural, political and legal aspects with the economic and financial crises determine the vitality of a particular jurisdiction and its international competitive edge.

In other words, is there a cultural recipe capable of affecting the economic or legal aspects of a crisis or recovery? Even though the Eurozone reached a size that required the introduction and implementation of clear policies and managing rules, the majority of member-states are still culturally focused within their geographical boundaries.

The objective of this second part is to show that European citizens still lack a deep sense of belonging to a bigger European community, EU member-states did not surrender fundamental powers to the European institutions, and the diversity and richness of European society is still an obstacle to harmonization and integration.

In Part I of this paper, the Greek crisis was analyzed from an economic perspective. However, the Greek and Euro crises were not a simple problem of economic mismanagement, but a political mismanagement due to a cultural factor intertwined within it. The political features or pathologies existing in the leaderships of certain European member-states have had certain detrimental effects. Member-states

160. See infra note 158.
161. Too Late for the Euro?, COLUMBIA MAGAZINE 16 (Winter 2011-12).
162. See Takis S. Pappas, The Causes of the Greek Crisis are in Greek Politics, OPENDEMOCRACY (Nov. 29, 2010), http://www.opendemocracy.net/opendemocracy/takis-s-pappas/causes-of-greek-crisis-are-in-greek-politics (Explaining the history and development of the Greek democracy after the dictatorship period, and the rise of the populism, patronage politics, and a culture of ethnocentrism hostile to the Europeanization).
163. Costantinos Koliopoulos, The Shape of the ESDP and the Transatlantic Link: Consequences for International Order, in INTERNATIONAL ORDER IN A GLOBALIZED WORLD 121, 126 (Yannis Stivactis ed., 2007).
in Europe are different, thus, it is not only necessary to continue to devise rules from EU institutions, but single states must develop specific rules to adjust to the need of the enlarged legal and economic environment. The legislation of the single member-states is not an excuse to have them going adrift. Each member-state must be aware that, as a member of a bigger community, it is capable of contributing to the success, and failure, of the entire community as well as of other European citizens.

Among the many issues, EU member-states still have great power to negatively affect other states but bear small liabilities before EU institutions.164 EJC economic sanctions have little impact, and European citizens have not been given a sense of responsibility about the political and cultural choices of their leaders.165 Ultimately, political leaders, as well as political parties, are able to create and adopt policies without sharing any liability, not even the liability to act as an ordinary prudent person in protecting the interests of his or her citizens.

Greece entered into Europe with a culture rooted in populism and clientelism.166 Italy never abandoned the dominant business cultures of nepotism, cronyism, and favoritism.167 Spain deals with similar issues.168

In Greece, the “political” causes of the crisis are due to the manipulation of the state and its resources, corruption, tax evasion, uncontrolled public spending, and the backing of the state by a strong patronage politics.169

165. Id.
169. Pappas, supra note 159. (Namely the state was providing jobs and social benefits primarily to members or acquaintances of the PASOK party, that remained at the helm of Greece during the 80’s, part of the 90’s and the first part of 2000); See also Sappho Xenakis & Leonidas K. Cheliotis, The Politics of Crime and the Financial Crisis in Greece, OPENDEMOCRACY (Aug. 2, 2012), http://www.opendemocracy.net/sappho-xenakis-leonidas-kcheliotis/politics-of-
The leader of the PASOK party, Papandreou, promoted the expansion of Greece through the manipulation of the state resources and with an insufficient tax basis able to fund such expansion. In addition, political leaders used the fear of new waves of immigrants and the lack of power of European institutions as negative aspects to instill an ultra-nationalistic and xenophobic sentiment in the population. This happened in Italy as well. Papandreou abandoned fiscal discipline and introduced pay raises to public employees, an unprecedented increase in employment in the public sector, universal health care, pension and other social security benefits.

Taxation was not sufficient to cover the expenses and the recourse to foreign borrowing was necessary. The Greek tax base remained small when compared to other European member states, and tax evasion was endemic. In November 2011, the European Commission estimated Euro 60 billion of unpaid taxes, half of which are presently being debated before a court of justice. The average length of time to litigate a case before the trial civil court is two to four years. One third of the Greek GDP is lost due to tax evasion, and there are doubts that the country is able to amend itself from the crisis, clear evidence that the cultural component of the financial crisis is


170. Xenakis, supra note 166; See also Takis Pappas, The Extinctions of the Greek Dinosaurs?, OPENDEMOCRACY (May 11, 2012), http://www.opendemocracy.net/takis-s-pappas/extinction-of-greek-dinosaurs; See also Pappas, supra note 159.

171. Xenakis, supra note 166; See also Pappas, supra note 167.; See also Pappas, supra note 159.

172. BARBARA FAEDDA, EMozioni e PAuri. COME LA POLITICA UTILIZZA L’ALTRO, IN POLITICA UD EMOZIONI NELLA STORIA D’ITALIA DAL 1948 AD OGGI 101 (Penelope Morris et al., eds., Viella, Roma: 2012).

173. Pappas, supra note 159.

174. Id.

175. See infra note 185.


Tax enforcement is causing a deep friction and fracture of the social fabric. Tax enforcement is causing a deep friction and fracture of the social fabric. Political leaders in Greece, Spain, and Italy always preferred the political clientele and the certainty of remaining in charge, rather than introduce strict fiscal discipline. For some governments, there was not even a dilemma in this sense. In Italy for example, over the last 20 years, political parties of every color reinforced a culture based on fear of immigrants, xenophobic sentiments, idolatry of hedonism, and indifference, if not reward, for poor ethical behavior. A soaring debt, the abuse of public money for personal and political interests, endemic tax evasion, widespread corruption, and indifference for the public good have been instilled in the cultural fabric of Italians as winning cultural features of a new Italian lifestyle. Unfortunately, they have simply replaced the values that the European Union had put on the paper but never implemented.

Political patronage has always been a common feature of countries like Greece, Spain, and Italy. In Greece, political constituents looked for favors, jobs, and money from their political representatives, and for them, doing a favor was the guarantee of certain re-election. Political patronage was evident in Italy: the Parliament has been often used to introduce ad hoc legislation to favor candidates, 

180. Pappas, supra note 159.
183. Id.
corporations, associations, political parties, or political leaders.\textsuperscript{186} Italian politics produces 700,000 people that make their living off of the patronage system.\textsuperscript{187} In Spain, cronyism and nepotism are widespread at national and local levels.\textsuperscript{188} Fifteen million Italians reported no taxable income in 2011, but three million of them own at least three homes.\textsuperscript{189} Italian taxpayers reporting incomes of less than $26,000 owned 188,000 Ferraris and Lamborghinis, more than 500 private airplanes, and about 42,000 yachts.\textsuperscript{190} In Italy, public money has been widely used for personal purposes, from paying the education of political leaders’ children, to satisfying their sexual entertainment.\textsuperscript{191} Italians viewed this new trend as an ideal model because, in their view, the creation of a debt today is not their problem but simply one to be solved by future generations.\textsuperscript{192}

Excessive public spending has been recently documented by the 2008 Audit European Parliament Report even within the European Union with the fraudulent practice of hiring family members.\textsuperscript{193}

Corruption is not only more documented and well rooted in all Southern and Eastern European countries, but it is also a costly phenomenon.\textsuperscript{194}

In Greece, Transparency International created a menu with the prices of corruptible services:\textsuperscript{195}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{186} Donatella Della Porta & Alberto Vannucci, \textit{Corrupt Exchanges, Actors, Resources, and Mechanism of Political Corruption} (N.Y., Aldine De Gruyter 1999).
\item \textsuperscript{188} Maelbeek Valley, \textit{Communication, Corruption, Nepotism and Politics} (June 25, 2011), http://josepsolano.wordpress.com/2011/06/25/communication-corruption-nepotism-and-politics/.
\item \textsuperscript{189} Sergio Rizzo & Gian Antonio Stella, \textit{LA CASTA: COSI I POLITICI ITALIANI SONO DIVENTATI INTOCCABILI} (Milano, Italy: Rizzoli 2007).
\item \textsuperscript{190} Valentina Conte, \textit{Quindici Milioni Dichiarano Zero Scatteranno i Controlli Sui Conti}, \textit{La Repubblica} (Dec. 11, 2011), http://www.tgpubblica.it/economia/2011/12/19/news/fisco_caccia_evasori-26847517/.
\item \textsuperscript{194} See infra note 206.
\end{itemize}
Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Service</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>Up to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public Hospitals</td>
<td>€100</td>
<td>€30,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedure/Surgery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speeding up of case</td>
<td>€30</td>
<td>€20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax Offices</td>
<td>€100</td>
<td>€20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrangement for financial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>records audit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issuing of documents</td>
<td>€15</td>
<td>€1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>License Construction Bodies</td>
<td>€200</td>
<td>€8,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issuing of a construction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>licence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Settlement of illegal</td>
<td>€200</td>
<td>€5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>building</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Sector</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Services (Hospitals, Clinics)</td>
<td>€150</td>
<td>€7,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedure/Surgery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical tests</td>
<td>€30</td>
<td>€500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTCC inspection</td>
<td>€20</td>
<td>€100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver's License</td>
<td>€40</td>
<td>€500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Transparency International (2012)

In the ranking of 183 countries prepared by Transparency International on the basis of the Corruption Perception Index (CPI), where 1 is the worst, 10 is the best:

- Greece has been ranked 80th with a CPI of 3.4 out of 10 (sharing the place with Colombia, El Salvador, Morocco, Peru, and Thailand);
- Italy holds 69th place with a CPI of 3.9/10 (sharing the place with Ghana, Macedonia, and Samoa);
- Portugal is at 32nd place with CPI of 6.1/10;
- Spain ranks 31st with a CPI of 6.2/10 (between Cyprus and Botswana). 196

In 2009, the cost of corruption in Italy was Euro 25,000 per person. 197 The Italian Parliament started the political discussion of an anti-corruption bill in 2010. 198 It is currently blocked in the Senate. 199 The Department of Interior prepared a report of the state of the internal corruption that shows that the level of corruption within the ad-


198. See infra note 210.

ministrative and executive power is not only the norm but also favored. Corruption is out of control in Spain as well.

The results of exaggerated spending have become pieces of modern architectural art ("ruins of super-modernity generated by the enthusiastic liberalism") via an artistic observatory created and located in Italy. Working as a cultural center rather than a watchdog, the observatory counts approximately 400 public buildings ("cathedrals in the desert") started and unfinished with documented collusions between the state, political parties, and criminal organizations.

B. Legal Considerations

The cultural aspect of an economic crisis has a profound impact. It is certainly true that an understanding of the legal and cultural aspects of a society facilitates the resolution of a particular economic crisis. However, a shift in the cultural or legal fabric of a community takes time, and the law itself is not a sufficient correcting tool because the law adapts to the change of the society at a slower pace. An economic crisis cannot be simply solved with economic tools. There is the need of a coordinating effort with the awareness of the different healing time of each issue.

There are at least two levels of interactions of legal issues: supranational and domestic.

The supranational legal issue: the European Union is still politically weak. Rather than being a supranational or intergovernmental entity, the EU should transform itself into a federation of European states. The new EU Regulation on short-selling is the first step in reducing the overreaching power of member-state sovereignties. More importantly, the EU institutions should be able to implement the provisions of the ToL and instill a sense of responsibility and belonging in the citizens of Europe. Member-states must transparently communicate their investment plans and their spending policy to the EU institutions in order to obtain, not only their prior approval, but also to share responsibility. Finally, there should be discussion to think about the


204. See discussion infra p. 30.
possibility to consider European, as well national, political leaders accountable for their operations within domestic and European court systems.

In addition, the lack of implementing European rules adopted by the EU institutions, (e.g., Commission, Council and Parliament), should trigger not only economic sanctions but the risk of being excluded from the Union. If there is no sense of belonging in the citizens (the base), an economic union has a limited duration.

At the member-states' level, there is still little awareness that the GIIPS crisis had an impact on other European jurisdictions, as well citizens' welfare. European citizens are unaware that bad policy decisions adopted in a remote corner of Europe have economic and financial consequences on the entire Union. And if used the wrong way, such awareness can exacerbate divisions, inequalities, and ultranationalistic approaches.

This is a symptom of lack of social cohesion and identification with a bigger and wider European cultural dimension. Member states still refuse to give their and other European citizens a sense of equality and commonality. There still is a fundamental lack of socio-economic security and aspirations for Europe, as well as bonds and moral values as cultural foundations.

In this regard, at the supranational level, what is the role of the law? When issuing international bonds, European member-states or European emerging markets have been more sensitive to unwritten international sanctions like the risks of losing global credibility, standing within the internal EU market, financial reputation, and global economic/political rank. However, there is more. Within the supranational legal environment, countries and EU member-states have created rules favoring the rapid restructuring process of countries in default. Certainly these are signs of the weakening of the Westpha-

205. See discussion supra Part I.
206. See supra note 97 and accompanying text.
207. See supra note 97 and accompanying text.
208. See supra note 149 and accompanying text.
lian concept of state. Private entities cannot count on such a safety net. 212

The domestic legal issue: The international borrowing of government works even without a strict framework of rules because countries, and emerging markets in particular, want to remain able to borrow in the future. The key issue is to have a restructuring procedure that is rapid and efficient. In this respect, the creation of a set of rules guaranteeing a rapid solution of the economic crisis could be a real advantage. But government officials are not responsible for moral hazard behaviors. 213 They may be nominally liable before the international market, but internally do not currently suffer of any legal, cultural or economic consequence. Is there the possibility at least to apply the business judgment rule to political decisions that affect the lives of hundreds of thousands of taxpayers? These and similar issues need to be explored thoroughly.

Ultimately, an international set of rules for quick restructuring works as an anti-competition tool for keeping non-efficient countries, borrowing at the expense of foreign investors and generating unwanted risks for foreign banks (and for regional economic aggregates like the EU), afloat in the international market. The restructuring process works as an oligopoly cartel: as long as the cultural, legal and political crises are not solved, there will always be economic cyclical crises. The introduction of new values and new cultural trends take time: decades if not generations. And the concept of sovereignty must be redefined. A common market calls for appropriate legal instruments, and these tools are still in the process of being built.

IV. CONCLUSION

Is the concept of sovereignty the new phoenix? According to mythology, the golden bird has a lifecycle of 500 years. At the end of its life, it builds a nest with twigs on top of a palm tree surrounded by odoriferous elements like myrrh, cinnamon, and spikenard. It burns, dies, and rebirths. 214 A new golden bird (and a new state) emerges with the same characteristics. 215 The Westphalian concept of sovereignty will celebrate 500 years in 2148 A.D. 216
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A borrowing sovereign is able to honor its bonds when it has at least (1) a strong economy, (2) a stable currency and fiscal policy, (3) a manageable debt, (4) low level of tax evasion, (5) a stable political leadership, and (6) a positive demographic.\(^{217}\) If points (1), (2), and (3) can be economically managed, points (4), (5), and (6) have a profound legal and cultural components that require different solving skills.\(^{218}\)

According to some sociologists, crisis prevention is not possible.\(^{219}\) During times of crisis, politicians claim that the state has the competence and ability to manage economic problems accurately.\(^{220}\) This is so because the population expects that the state or government will solve problems because of the traditional Hobbes' principle *protection oboedientia*:\(^{221}\) The state protects its citizens provided that they pay taxes.\(^{222}\) Problems arise when the state ceases to protect and the citizens feel less obligated to obey.\(^{223}\) A shift and possible decay in cultural values could be the end result.\(^{224}\) Some have suggested that economists are not able to predict an economic crisis.\(^{225}\)

A coordinated solution must tackle these economic, political, legal, and cultural crises, generating multilevel awareness, methodological solutions and plans. An economic crisis can be resolved quickly, but the other crises heal at a different speed.\(^{226}\) Any solution or plan must consider this healing time/speed difference. An economic or legal solution takes less time to apply and produce effects than a political or a cultural one. For example: a legal solution, like a guilty plea or a judicial order, takes a short time to be decided and implemented; a cultural or political change takes more than one generation, such as the American revolution. A cultural solution may, once introduced, take more than one generation to show some benefit. Therefore, an efficient economic and legal restructuring may favor the comeback of investors in the short term, but the cultural and political crises are capable of disrupting its resolution in the long run and producing a new economic default.
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The lack of a harmonized EU fiscal policy showed the unbalanced nature of the EU system. The decision to borrow on the foreign market pertained not only to Greek authorities but the deficit influenced the EU institutions, European institutions, and all EU citizens. Political instability, corruption, tax evasion and budget deficits influenced GIIPS's creditworthiness and determined the failure of its repayment capabilities.

As anticipated at the outset, history showed that the government capability to repay its obligations is influenced by several factors, not only economic but political, legal, and socio-cultural in general. However, adding these factors when calculating a country's credit-risk is complex.

Indeed, due to the EU democratic deficit, the Greek economy reflects the isolation of the European institutions and their inability to influence the Greek economic political leadership and policy determinations. As a matter of fact, EU institutions had to take a cost/benefit solution in considering whether it was still economically convenient to isolate Greece, or put it in quarantine as the debate developed, and cut it out from the bond market.

However, the attempt to solve the cultural issues within GIIPS has never been raised and this is a missed opportunity. European banks should be aware of the cultural and political obstacles when lending to member-states, unless they now feel empowered and reinsured by the restructuring process.
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